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UK-Russia relations: poisoned chalice or silver
linings?
Maxine David 1

ABSTRACT

With the poisoning of the former Russian spy, Sergei Skripal, the British Government quickly

accused Russia of committing an unlawful use of force on British territory and retaliated. The

UK’s diplomatic resources were deployed effectively, as more than 20 allies swiftly stood up

in solidarity. Assuming the Kremlin is culpable, Vladimir Putin may have unwittingly given

Theresa May an opportunity to be in the vanguard of those facing up to Russia’s challenge

and to retrieve something of Britain’s diminishing reputation. But May will do well to

remember that with alliances come expectations. This article examines the measures taken

for signs of No 10’s sincere commitment to establishing an effective Russia policy but argues

too that there is much evidence that little will change. Only with dedicated intent will sub-

stance be added to the rhetoric of 'Global Britain’.
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Background

The United Kingdom’s relationship with Russia has long
been a difficult one. The March 2018 use of the military
grade nerve agent novichok on British territory, and the

UK’s accusation that the attack was Russian state sponsored was a
particularly potent signifier of that relationship but hardly the
only one. That attempt to kill the former Russian spy Sergei
Skripal was not the first of its kind. Britain had been here before
with the killing of Alexander Litvinenko in London in 2006, in
which a radioactive poison, polonium, was used. The early
investigation and eventual enquiry into Litvinenko’s death con-
cluded the trail led firmly back to Moscow. Investigations had
hardly begun in the Skripal instance before the British Govern-
ment pointed the finger firmly at Moscow again. The accusation
may have come too far ahead of the investigation and evidence
but even so, few with a history of watching Russia doubted that
the trail led back to Moscow, 'probably'1 the Kremlin itself. Both
cases matter, not least because both times members of the wider
British public were also put at risk, leading in the case of the
Skripal poisonings in Salisbury, to the immediate hospitalisation
of a policeman, as well as Sergei Skripal's daughter, Yulia. A few
months later, on June 30, two members of the public, Dawn
Sturgess and Charlie Rowley, happened upon a discarded speci-
men of the novichok and were exposed to it. Sturgess would pay
the ultimate price for the reckless act of the perpetrators.

As if these incidences are not enough, it should be remembered
too that these may well not be the only cases of the Kremlin
exacting revenge on those it deems guilty of betrayal. Following
the attempt on Skripal’s life, the Chair of the Home Affairs Select
Committee, Yvette Cooper, also called for the deaths of other
Russians in the UK to be reviewed, a request taken seriously by
the then Home Secretary, Amber Rudd. No state, particularly one
that has, in the context of Brexit, been expounding on the need to
'take back control' can or should take lightly such assaults on its
sovereignty. In both cases, No 10 responded but it is the argu-
ment here that this persistent need to respond and react is itself
an indication of a policy vacuum and the lack of proactive stra-
tegic thinking. Assuming No 10 is right and the Skripal poison-
ings can be laid at the door of the Kremlin, what do two such
blatant, heedless attacks say about the regard in which Russia
holds the UK? Litvinenko’s death should surely have been enough
to direct the British government to work on a Russia policy, or at
least a strategy directed at deterrence, neither of which were
forthcoming. The monstrous nature of the Skripal poisonings
have offered both cause and opportunity for No 10 not only to
hold the Kremlin’s feet to the fire, but also to question its own
complacency and to ensure that an effective policy emerges to
combat the threat posed by Russia. Failure to do so is akin to
granting a licence for future such attacks on the territory of the
UK and other states that offer harbour to those seeking to escape
dangerous regimes.

The British assessment and response
It is true that the Skripal poisonings look so far as if they have
performed the function of a wake-up call and there are some
things for which the Government can be congratulated. The
expulsion of Russian diplomats was predictable; that May would
secure the support of allies who also expelled Russian diplomats,
150 plus from NATO and 27 countries, was not. A May 2018 UK
Parliamentary Report into Russian money in the UK outlined the
various measures now underway to prevent the City of London
acting as a locus for the laundering of money stolen from the
Russian people (UK Parliament, 2018a), including the Magnitsky2

Amendment to the Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Bill

and more customs and freight checks, as well as on private flights.
Measures instituted previously are also being wielded, the Tier 1
visa process a case in point, with Roman Abramovich a high
profile casualty in June of this year of the need now to demon-
strate wealth has been accumulated honestly.

Nonetheless, while show ponies have their uses, what is really
needed are carthorses to carry the burden in a system that has
been designed to work effectively and be sustainable. The
requirement for a systematic overhaul of the manner in which
business in the City of London is conducted is not in doubt. The
same May 2018 Parliamentary Report included evidence from
witnesses who spoke of a long-term environment in which the
desire to secure assets for London rather than losing them to
other markets won out over ethical practices: essentially, there-
fore, it reported on how the City had facilitated corrupt activity,
by extension undermining the importance of the rule of law. This
was summed up to the Committee by the journalist, Luke
Harding as: 'you steal in a place of legal nihilism and you offshore
in a place of legal solidity'. Thus, while the scrutiny and measures
being applied now are welcome we should not take for granted
they will be sustained. The Skripal poisonings did not tell us
anything fundamentally new about the Putin regime, witness
Litvinenko, the annexation of Crimea, the downing of a passenger
jet over Ukraine; whatever action taken after Salisbury may be
appropriate now, it was appropriate many more years ago. The
Skripal poisonings were simultaneously incidents that could not
be ignored and useful in terms of providing a distraction from
other problems Theresa May was and is facing at home, but it
should not be presumed that they will serve in the longer term as
a catalyst for a real overhaul of British foreign, and other, policy.

The failures to date to respond robustly to Russia are not due
to Russia’s actions having escaped the attention of Parliament and
government; even a cursory survey of the materials of the Foreign
Affairs Select Committee demonstrates that. Nor is it the case that
the seriousness of the challenge presented by Russia has been
insufficiently grasped, especially given the dangerously reckless
methods selected for the killing of Alexander Litvinenko and the
attempt to kill Sergei Skripal. It is the case, however, that
knowledge and understanding of Russia has not translated into
policy or strategy. Take, for instance, the Government’s response
to the Foreign Affairs Committee’s Report published in March
2017 (UK Parliament, 2017b). Much reference is made to the UK
working closely with international partners but little in the way of
concrete initiatives are detailed; instead, the response is littered
with references to how the Government 'works closely', 'con-
demns', 'expects'. One place that does give hope is in section 28
and the Committee’s recommendation that investment be made
in the FCO to ensure long-term analytical capabilities. Here, the
Government response is long on detail, referring to greater
resourcing in respect of staff, language skills, expertise. There is
recognition that Russia cannot be the purview of just one arm of
government, that what is required is 'that the whole of Govern-
ment builds its Russia expertise' and that 'a deep understanding'
of Eastern Europe and Central Asia must be built. In the next
breath, however, in response to the Committee’s very fair sug-
gestion that a junior FCO ministerial role covering Russian and
the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) should be cre-
ated, the Government response is dismissive and there is little
elsewhere to suggest we are seeing serious engagement from No
10 with what are actually structural problems. This does appear to
have wrought one potentially fruitful effect, however, with others
making efforts to adjust structures, such as to assist in
information-sharing. In April 2018, the heads of Parliament’s key
committees, including Defence, Foreign Affairs, Home Affairs
and the Treasury joined forces to create a body in which they
could come together and coordinate their various works as they
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apply to inquiries into Russia, arguing, entirely rightly, that their
'work will be much more effective if it is coordinated' (Mairs,
2018).

What needs to change?
Such moves are welcome but are they enough? In an article
published in 2000 but which could have been written today in
terms of continued applicability, Sir John Coles GCMG, former
Permanent Under Secretary at the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office (FCO), wrote about why foreign policy matters and his
fears that British foreign policy was characterised less by sub-
stance than style. To take the first of these points, Russia has
demonstrated, startlingly, the importance of maintaining a robust
foreign policy. In a globalised world where people and money
move so easily, and where other states firmly believe the foreign
matters as much as the domestic, foreign policy matters.3 Neglect
of it brings consequences for your own people, as well as others.
The second of his points also applies today, where at both the
macro and micro levels, a continued reliance on empty phrases
rather than anything of import is evident. At the overarching,
foreign policy level, there is the Government’s ‘Global Britain’
narrative, its response to requests to detail the UK’s place in the
world after it leaves the EU (see, for instance, May, 2017). It
denotes little that constitutes material change, however, such that
in a March 2018 Report, the Foreign Affairs Select Committee
argued that the FCO's 'description of Global Britain is […] little
more than a continuation of the FCO’s current activities, with
modest adjustments in some areas'. One expert witness, Sir Simon
Fraser, like Coles a former Permanent Under Secretary at the
FCO, said,

I am not sure exactly at the moment what Global Britain
consists of. The Prime Minister has had two opportunities
recently […] to explain it further, but she has not taken
them. It would be desirable if a bit more clarity and content
were put behind the headline (UK Parliament, 2018b).

At the micro, Russia-specific level, there is also little of policy
essence unless one considers the Government’s response to the
Foreign Affairs Committee adequate: 'The Prime Minister and the
Foreign Secretary have made clear that our policy towards Russia
is ‘to engage but beware' (UK Parliament, 2017a). The sense that
the UK is capable of responding in only limited, unimaginative
ways is reinforced further by the fact that, in his first visit to the
United States, the new (as of July 9th 2018) Foreign Secretary,
Jeremy Hunt, called for the UK’s 'allies to go further by calling on
the European Union to ensure its sanctions against Russia are
comprehensive, and that we truly stand shoulder to shoulder with
the US' (Hunt, 2018). More sanctions and a reliance on an
increasingly uncertain relationship are patently not enough to
ensure Russia and others take the United Kingdom seriously.

Coles argued a prescription of six items was necessary to
ensure substance in Britain’s foreign policy, including that pol-
icymaking be prioritised, plans made, strategic thinking employed
and purpose defined (Coles, 2000, p. 6), also making the point
that Britain was not as influential in Russia and Eastern Europe
(Coles, 2000, p. 7) as it could be. The Skripal poisonings are a
symbol of the failure to address each of these, what must follow is
a committed and sustained attempt to change that. As part of
that, we must know first from the Government what its objectives
are in regard to Russia. Second, we need to know what it thinks
Russia’s objectives are since this tells us something about how the
Government conceives of Russia and understands its place in the
world and its ambitions. Third, we need to know how No 10
thinks it can achieve its objectives and fourth, we must see

resources committed and detailed strategies formulated that are
designed to realise them.

The barriers to change
The obstacles are formidable in the current context of Brexit. In
July 2017, the Head of the Civil Service talked of how 2,000 new
Brexit-related roles had been created, of the injection of £400
million plus and of how more money and more appointments
would be made in the coming year (Heywood, 2017). What he did
not outline was what the cost was to other government needs and
functions of directing these resources towards Brexit, to say
nothing of what political and policy attention had been diverted
from threats represented by external parties rather than on
mitigating the effects of self-harm. It is the case that attention and
resources have been turned outwards but these have been directed
to trade and filling the ambassadorial functions overseas that will
be lost upon the UK’s exit from the EU. In other words, we have
seen a diversion of resources away from the foreign policymaking
that experts, like Coles, have long suggested we urgently need.

A second obstacle, also self-imposed, lies in the effects of
leaving behind our closest, most wide-ranging (in terms of scope
of activity) organisational membership. The Government
response to the Foreign Affairs Committee spoke not only of how
it worked with allies to combat the Russian threat but of the
necessity of doing so, something Hunt has also reinforced, as
above. It is therefore doubly unfortunate that the United King-
dom will shortly be leaving the European Union. Aside from the
way the UK plays into Russia’s hands, by undermining the Eur-
opean Union in a more wholesale fashion than the Kremlin could
ever have hoped to achieve itself, No 10 should be concerned that
the EU’s unity on sanctions will be broken given new and wor-
rying political developments in states such as Austria and Italy;
Cyprus will also be one to watch if the City of London sends out a
sustained message that dirty money is unwelcome there. The
UK’s departure will therefore remove one pillar of relative resolve
from the EU, a voice that has experienced the weight of Russia’s
malign activity. From the UK’s perspective, it is losing an
important forum in which it could help shape wider European
policy and strategy directed at combatting the threat posed by
Russia and from which its own policymaking and strategising
could benefit.

A further barrier lies in the fact that the threat posed by Russia
is multi-faceted and directed at all levels of society, as seen most
clearly by disinformation and propaganda activities. That the
UK’s government realises this is well documented, including in its
responses set out in the various documents already cited here.
One consequence of living in a society that protects the right to
free speech is that the public is vulnerable to attempts to lie, to
obfuscate, confuse and manipulate (Morgan, 2018; Polyakova and
Fried, 2018). Under Putin, Russia has seen a return to form that is
familiar to those who were watchers of the Soviet Union too
(Legvold, 2014; Polyakova and Fried, 2018). In the longer term, it
is important that distinctions are made between Russia and its
political elites and Russians. The politicians and businesspeople of
the future will come from among the general public. What
thought then is being given to how the public of the future will be
equipped with the aids to critical thought that they will need
increasingly to navigate their way through the mass of informa-
tion available to them? Thus, government needs to think about
education, at all levels, as part of their strategy for combatting the
threat Russia (and others) poses in the informational field.
Continuing to prioritise STEM subjects over the Social Sciences
and Humanities will have detrimental effects and mean resources
will continue to need to be directed to building up the skills of
those few civil servants linked to the Russia desk, versus a holistic
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way of government thinking that recognises the vulnerability of
all society and therefore of the need to engender resilience of
thought at the societal level.

Leadership in a time of crisis
The question of how much leadership matters is a vexatious one
for foreign policy analysts.4 A number of factors render it more or
less important, including the political system, the nature of the
challenges any actor faces, the available resources and so on.
Unarguably, however, there are times when good leadership
matters significantly. Hermann and Hagan speak of moments of
crisis when decision-making is most likely to be placed in the
hands of a very small number of people (1998, p. 128) and of
how, '[b]ased on their perceptions and interpretations, [leaders]
build expectations, plan strategies, and urge actions on their
governments that conform with their judgements about what is
possible' (1998, p. 126).

It is no exaggeration to say the United Kingdom is in a time
of crisis. It is looking to leave the embrace of a key alliance at a
dangerous time, with hugely uncertain effects for the economy
and society, increasing its susceptibility to the actions of those
who would harm it. It is conducting its foreign policy at a time
when public mistrust in political and other elites is high: mis-
trust caused not only by the conduct of the EU referendum and
the negotiations that followed but also by what most see as the
lies that were told to the public prior to, during and after the
Iraq war. No 10 and the Government are working too in an era
in which a large percentage of the public get their news and
ideas online, much of it from social media sources, and are
vulnerable to the type of fake news and disinformation cam-
paigns carried out by Russia and others, including the current
President of the USA. The conduct of Brexit has had the effect
of making the UK look weak, even vulnerable. No 10 will have
to work even harder to retain what credibility remains to it. It
can ill afford more slips such as those the former Foreign
Secretary Boris Johnson committed when claiming scientists
had confirmed Russia as the source of the novichok used in the
attempt on Sergei Skripal’s life when they most decidedly had
not (Crerar, 2018). Such errors of judgement play in to Russia’s
hands. Russia’s own Foreign Minister’s claim that the British
'do not want to seek the truth' will not have been dismissed
lightly by all onlookers (Lavrov in TASS, 2018). A kind inter-
pretation of Johnson’s time heading the FCO would conclude at
least that he exuded confidence; the appointment of Jeremy
Hunt as his replacement brings a different kind of problem. The
new Foreign Secretary’s tweet of August 22nd 2018, speaking of
the 'honour' of meeting Henry Kissinger and referring to
himself as 'the world’s newest [diplomat]',5 showed naivety, not
only about the, at best, dubious nature of Kissinger’s legacy6 but
about how, even in the best of times, one’s own inexperience as
a foreign policy actor is not something to be advertised. If the
UK is to emerge from this crisis quickly, sure-footed, experi-
enced and trustworthy leadership will be vital, as will be the
ability to build cross-party political will to address systemic
problems rather than just continuing to paper over the cracks.
Surveying the current state of UK foreign policy, there is little
about which to be optimistic.

A summing up of the arguments made here is simple. The
Skripal poisonings represent another opportunity for the UK to
wake up to the seriousness of the Russian challenge, to engage in
making a foreign policy that is considered, directed and sus-
tainable and that gives due regard for the resilience that policy,
politics and people need to build. Failure to do so will rob this
contemptible act of its only silver lining.
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Notes
1 'Probably' has connotations in the context of Sir Robert Owen’s final judgment on the
death of Alexander Litvinenko, when he ruled: 'The FSB operation to kill Mr
Litvinenko was probably approved by […] President Putin' (House of Commons,
2016, p. 244).

2 Sergei Magnitsky was a lawyer working for Bill Browder after the seizure of his
company, Hermitage Capital, by the Russian Interior Ministry. Magnitsky died in 2009
in a Russian prison after being beaten and denied access to urgent medical care.
Browder has campaigned ever since for states to institute legislation that facilitates the
imposition of visa sanctions and/or asset freezes on those involved in Magnitsky’s
death, as well as those committing human rights abuses in Russia.

3 See, for instance, the 2013 Foreign Policy Concept of the Russian Federation (Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, 2013), where the link between a
globalised world and the future security and prosperity of the Russian state is clearly
made and the role of foreign policy in achieving that security and prosperity laid out.
See Lukyanov, 2016 for an account of the concrete measures that have followed.

4 Conclusions about the role of leaders first and foremost reflect the intellectual home of
the analyst, specifically whether they are scholars of International Relations more
generally or Foreign Policy Analysis specifically. For a good account of the differences
between Foreign Policy Analysis and various IR theories, see Houghton, 2007. Second,
conclusions are dependent on whether an analyst privileges structure or agency in
their analysis of foreign policy. For a comprehensive account of this important debate,
see Friedman and Starr, 1997. This article is built, however, on the insights of those like
Hudson, who draw on a long body of literature, especially related to (cognitive)
psychology, in arguing for the importance of agency and for seeing that agency as
belonging to decision-makers, rather than abstracting the decision-making process to
the state, and in so doing, treating as if it were a person (see, most notably, Hudson’s
2005 call).

5 See Jeremy Hunt’s confirmed Twitter account: https://twitter.com/Jeremy_Hunt.
6 See Hitchens, 2002 for his arguments that Kissinger was a war criminal.
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